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Wallis Nanuid President
Of State Pharmacylka

Well, we pulled one of our
normal stunts yesterday. Lady
called us the first of the week to-report for jury duty on the
seventh and we put it down as
January 7 although she called
the first part of this week. We
show up bright and early this morning and were informed
that we were two weeks early.
We'll probably forget it by
February 7 when we-sfre--silV
posed to be there, however the
Sheriff will see to it that we are
there, we feel sure.

Cooper To Stay In Politics
After He Leaves The Senate

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)Sen. John Sherman Cooper has the SALT talks between the Soviet Union and thUoited
well kept by thousand"-that States and predicted that some
he will not seek re-election next type of agreement in those negotiations would be reached
year.
The 70-year-old Somerset Re- Oa year.
The announcement of his respublican told the Kentucky
Got to hankering for one-ofMOTHERS' MARCH COUNTDOWN: Making a last-minute check on their plansfor a house-toignation came after weeks or
Press
Association
Friday
he
our- delicious steaks the other
house canvass of the Murray arta, beginning tomorrow, these March of Dimes Mothers' March
had enjoyed his five terms in speculation that he might renight so we put a couple on the campaign leaders get a final weird-Team their co-chairmen, Mrs. John
Farrell and Mrs. Max Branthe Senate, but confided that fute an earier staement and re-grill we got from Gassy Doran. 'don, second and third, respectively, from the left, standing. More
than 150 Murray and Calloway
his age prompted him not to consider seeking re-election.
Wife whomped up some of her County residents are involved in this annual drive for contributions to be usee
for medical care"
"It was only my unremiting
_-nut of this world salad and twe-e-research and education In the battle against birth defects. Last year, $1,829 was raised
However, he said he is not interest that caused Me to be
in the city and
.-_b_e_e_baked potatoes. That's all county. The marching mothers expect to far surpass this figure this
ready to quit politics and won't somewhat late" in making the
year. "No one realized a decade
you need for a fine meal.
ago that such swift scientific progress would come in meeting the challenge of handicaps that
go into retirement.
final announcement, he said.
Glades Wallis
threaten some 250,000 babies every year," Mrs. Brandon told the workers, and every parent has an
"I've always worked and I'm
Cooper's wife Lorraine, who
Mrs. _Ernest Madrey veils- investment in this battle for quality of life at birth."
"
ingt° stdiri
"
i
'
"hf-r-aldconcerning the 'formate:1%ot a
'
"I've even had
a Walter Mitty_, (Continued on Page Eight
,
dream
County:She'll a member of the
•
of Kentucky."
°Tieing gcwern"
1YPe
Griggsville (Illinois) Wild Bird
Although it is unlikely that he
Society. She is getting us some
actually will seek the goverThe United Campus Ministry
informaLion on this and we w
nor's office, it is one of the few
staff
will make a multi-media
NavyPetty Officer Second
publish it soon.
political goals he has sought
The regular session of bridge Presentation
on
campus
Class Ruben D. Liley,son of Mr.
without success.
for the ladies of the Oaks minisjey to the congregation of
and Mn. Ruben D. Liley of
Griusville, Illinois is the
He was nominated in 19,' Country Club will be held on St.- John's Episcopal Church
Route 5,,Murray, is a member but
Purple Martin Capital of the
lost in the gefieral election. Wednesday, January 26, at 9:30 -Sunday following the 9:30
of a special. detachment of
na9ia.
He also was defeated nine with Kathryn Outland, phone service for Morning Prayer.
Helicopter Combat Support
years later in a bid for a full 753-3079, as hostess.
The UCM staff included
Squadron Four aboard the
Out Blond Squirrel was out
Senate term-sandwiched beAll persons desiring to play William Porter, Fred Morton,
guided missile frigate, USS
this morning. Had not seen him
tween two two-year terms to are asked to call Mrs. Outland and Steve Davenport, who is
Belknap, in the Mediterranean
in several days, but he was out
which he was elected to fill by noon on Tuesday. Members also minister serving St. John's
Sea.
this morning bright and early.
:unexpired terms in the Senate. who are learning to play bridge church.
The detachment is part of the
In 1956, he was elected to the are urged to attend the potluck
Those that have smaller inCallOway County families
The
sound and film
Ugh Airborne Multi-Purpose
We got some ear corn from
Senate and has served contin- luncheon and stay for the
presentation, which has been
who have been wanting, for comes usually must go above
System,(LAMPS), which is the
Ed Thurmond and put out a few
uously since that time.
bridge players to help them prepared
some time, to buy new homes that ratio to get suitable homes. fusing
especially
for
of a helicopter and
ears, but the Squirrels still have
Earlier, he had been Ant. after the luncheon is served,
university and church _groups.
but have been frustrated For those in the upper brackets destroyer
to increase the ship's
enough food of their own apbassidor to India and Nepal, al Membersire asked to bring a attempts to communicate the
because so few were available, the reverse is true.
capability in anti-submarine
parently. The Blue Jays have
..delegate to the LI. N., and- an, tint for the potluck meal at nature of the church's mission
many now be able to do so.
According to the recom- warfare,
pecked off a few grains, but the
anti-missle defense
advisor in North ',Atlantic noonin the_ university,
The housing boom that has mended guidelines, Calloway
the staff said.
.
and surveillance missions. ThtSquirrels have not touched it as
Treaty Organization talks.
been under way in the United County families with incomes
detachment aboard the Belknap
yet. We had a few Pecans left
He said ,he recently: visited
States during the past year has close to the local average,$8,800
is the first LAMPS detrachment
over from Christmas and put
produced some 2,000,000 gross, can comfortably afford
to be deployed to a ship in the
them at the base of the Post
badlyneeded housing units. And
(Continued on Page Eight)
fleet.
.Oak and they disappeared
an equal number is expected in
Immediately.
1972.

ocai amiiies
Are In Market
For New Homes

Police Investigate
Theft at Dormitory

Wind Sinfonietta
To Present Concert
For Band Directors

Ed Overbey Speaks
At The B&PW Meet

Ed Overbe rt the local law
firm, Overbe), overbey and
Overby, was the speaker at the
meeting of the Business and
Professional Women's Club
held Thursday,: January 20, at
6:30 p.m. at the Murray
woman s earn House.
The
Murray
attorney
discussed the bills pending on
the state and national level.,
Attorney Overbey was introduced by Mrs. -Ruby
chairman of the legislative
committee who,along with Mrs.
Myrtle Farmer and Mrs.
Lucille Thurman, were in
charge of the program.
Mrs. Annie Nance., vicepresident, presided. New bylaw; were adopted .and the
Heart fund packages were
distributed to the members.

Some Postal Workers
Receive Hefty RaisesWASHINGTON (AP)- Postmasters and'other white-collar
Postal Service employes have
received hefty $1,000-alear pay
hikes in most cases far in excess of Pay Board guidelines.
-mere isno Mthcan
ther the Pay Board or the Cost
of Living Council intend to act _
on the increases for about 80,000 postal managers. They have
been in effect since -the freer,e
aides! Nov. 14. The Postal Service notified
managers of the increase Nov.
17, but made no public announcement.
"-'We haven't dealt with that,"
a Cost of Living Council spokesman said of the increases. A
Pay Board official acknowledged that the Postal Service has

House Bill Would Shorten
Daylight Time Observance

n

Coleman Home
Destroyed By
Fire Thursday

The Weather

•

4

Gingles Wallis, R. Ph., of
Murray has been elected
president of the Kentucky
Board of Pharmacy at the
meeting held at Frankfort. He
succeeds J -limes. W.
Danhauer, R. Pb., of Oweneboro.
Wallis has been serving as a
member of the board for four
years. He was graduated from
the school of pharmacy at the
University of Tennessee,
MeMphis,and was licensed as a
fillatiiiiienit in 1927: He'siorked
for three years in Memphis,
Tenn., before opening his drug
store on the north side of the
court square in 1930.
The Murray man is a director
of the Bank of Murray, steward
of the First United Methodist
Church, a member of Murray
Masonic Lodge N No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons, and a
charter member of the
Calloway County Country Club.
He is married to the former
Juliett Gatlin and they have one
daughter, Mrs. Carl (Carolyn )
Stout, Jr., and three grandchildren, Julie, Chris, and
Morris, of Frankfort. Wallis is
,_
th!_s°
.',"
Wallis and the
miw Mrs. "a"'•
-J.H. VOlge, R. Ph.' was reelected Executive Secretary of
the Board. The other members
of the Board are: H. Joseph
Schutte, R. Ph., Jeffersontown,
Gloria H. Doughty, it. Ph.,
Lexington; Ralph J. Schwartz,
R. Ph., Ft. Mitchell; and James
T. Arnold, R. Ph., Owensboro.
Pal-lunacy & Drug 111Spetters
notified the board of the hikes, are: Richard L. Ross, R. Ph.,
but said no one has corn-(Continued on PageEight)
plained.

liCIA-Stafrilvtive
Ladies-Day Bridge Program On Sunday
Planned At Oaks

Liley Is MemberOf
Special Detachment

The market for new homes is
sparked by the
fact that
mortgage funds are plentiful
now and interest rates are lower
than before.
For the prospective home
buyer in Calloway County, the
About $800.00 worth of items
Pam Parkhurst notified the
question arises: "How much have been reported stolen from
Air pollution may bring the
tye of the theft of a ladies
afforri 10.44w.ncL-----the4-4er-mi4ery-rootrr-of----Johir
-eleciertecareo the Mire frtatt.-IT
According to the American Hensley of Hart Hall at Murray ring, AK gold topaz, valued at
is now feasible to build an
F ICankers Association, • the State University, according to $100, that occurred sometime
electric car which could travel
-'Federal
Housing-- - Ad- the repott made toihe Murray between.__DeceMber.. ;1 .and
100 miles in a day of cety driving
ministration and others, the Police Department at 12:17 December 15 it 1705 Dodson
at speeds up la sixty miles an
Avenue, Murray: This report
consensus is that the purchase
hour. They are battery powered
1911#11hare to the city 'parte at
price, fOr a family in the middle
Heltsley
from Earlington
of course.
brackets, should not be more discovered the theft when • he 3:1p.m. Friday.
-A theft
of $66.83, all in
than twice its annual income. returned to school for the start
Reminds us of that old joke
change,- was reported stolen
of
the second term on January
about the fellow who was asked
between December 15 and
17. The theft occurred between
if he would like to have an
January 10 from Tom Wells,
December
72
and
that date, 1508
electric car. He said yes if he
Cardinal Drive, Murray,
according to the police report.
could get an extension cord that
according to the report made
The
list
of
items
stolen
were
was•long_enough.
Friday at 4:40_2.m. to the City
listed as an apartment size
Police.
refrigeration valued at $110.00;
A reporter once asked
Master
Work
stereo
and
twelve
Charles Gates Dawes, president
The 42-piece Murray State albums volued at $235.00; Royal
of a large bank and later to be
elected vice-president of the University Wind Sinfonietta will Safari portable typewriter,
pnited States,to prophecy when present a concert January at value not listed; Spalding
the southern division meeting of aluminum tennis racket valued
the depression would be over.
the College Band Directors at $45.00; GE_ electrie.hot comb;
He replied "The depression will
National Association's bie?inial brown GE AM-FM radio
be over about six months before
conference in Memphis, Tenn. valued at $70.00; Master work
I find it out".
Underathe direction of Prof. transistor radio, black, valued
- A
FRANKFORT,Ky
J. Edgar Hoover of the FBI in Paul W. Shahan, director of at $45.00; two OD army blankets strong more has been made in
bands
at
Murray State, the valued at $2-0.00; one quilt
his monthly _bulletin has
the House to have Kentu k ob.
something to say about group consists of a select group valued at $25.00;/Amine man's serve.daylight saving (hot, only
.of outstanding. wind and-per- watch valued at 411M.00
.;--fingerprints. After reeding this
cussion instrumentalists in the Phonetics and v9ice-9:4 book from Meniatial Da)'tkl• tabor
it should prove to folks that
.
music department of the 50- by Fisher, the Police report :Day,
crime does not pay, especially
The'
move
came
in the form
year-old institution.
said.
in the future.
of
The selections to be
This Morning at 3:40 a.m. of a bill cosponsored h..,
the 100 House memh,,I,
presented
include:
"Concerto
Bryon
in
Skes
of the Sykes Cafe at
"The FBI's reservoir of more
Kentucky now is on .1,1
than 200 million fingerprint B-Flat" by Anttonia Vivaldi- 100 Maple Street notified the
Lang
e
"Symphony
in
City
41
-Flat"
Police
that
a
breakin
had
cards has been a most dependable and reliable asset to law by Paul Hindemith; "Elegy" by occurred during the night at the
Themes
K. Berry; "Concerto business.
enforcement over the years.
Taken from the cafe were
Because of the constant use and for Hand" by Gordon Jacob;
steady growth of these records, "Divertimento for Winds" by three boxes of cigars, apthe processing and searching of Professor Shahan, and "Blue proximately $25.00; from the
Lake" by John Barnes Chance. cigarette machine, and apContinued on Page Eight)
Among the student-mm*1ms proximately $25.00 from the
who will participate will be: juke boxkthe police reportsaid.
William Ticknor,. flute.; _and
The robber or robbers enMary Candil, bassoon; both of tered the building after
The brick home of NIr and
Murray.
breaking the window on the Mrs. Joe Pat Co14 mar was
"
4
west side, then cut off the completly destroyed h) fire
Chance of precipitation MonCORRECTI
current
ON
inside the building, and Thursday about 11 an
day, otherwise mostly fair.
broke
into the cigarette . :The „tire begin ".hn
• .Turning much colder Monday
A 1970 model Datsun 510,. machine and Juke
box, the tightening struck in the attic of
Continued cold Tuesday, and selling for $E695, was in-'
-.police
report
The
aid.
person the two-year-old hone nirie t4e
Wednesday. Highs Monday mid correctly listed as a 1969 model
or
persons
then.left. thsiaMlaing Mt.Cannel Baptist('hurl h. lug.
30s to mid 40s. Highs Tuesday in the Lassiter-McKinney
through
the
rear door leaving it oft Highway 121 South
and Wednesday in the 30s. Datsun advertisement in
Mrs. Coleman ant a baby
wide_
open.
The electric clock
Lows Monday tipper 20s and Friday's paper. The mileage
daughter were ahcc. 1r the
30s. Lows Tuesday and Wednes- was incorrectly listed on a 1200 showed the current had been cut
aft at 2101
according tattle- borne- at the time of the fire.
day mostly in the teens.
sedan and a pickup.
They escaped uninjund
report.
Ponce
_
Happened to tune in on the
Dean Martin show Thursday
night and it seems to have taken
a decided move to the more
risque side. We could lie about
it, but we did enjoy it.

Has Been
On Board

White-collar workers benefitting from the raises work in
headquarters, regional and &sitter offices as well as local
post offices. They earn between
$8,0011 and $20,000 though most
fall in ,the $8,000 to $14,000
range.
Per someone earning- 810,000
the increase would amount to
10 per cent, compared with the
5.5 per cent guideline set by the.
board.
Postal reform legislation set
up the service as an independent agency within the legislative branch of the federal government effective July .1, 1971.
Government workers and milAry personnel have been exempted from Phase 2 controls
since their salaries are set by
Congress.-The Postal Service,
however, sets its own salaries,
either directly for the white-col(Continued on Page Eight)

Bible College To
Hold Conference

time from the last gunday in ,was made in the 1970 General
April to the last Sunday in Oc- Assembly but it was bottled up
toober,'in accordance with the in committee in the Senate and
federal Uniform - Time Act: never posted for a vote on the
That act puts the entire country -floor Of the House.
The Mid-Continent Baptist
on daylight time for the period
Both the Senate and the Bible College_in Mayfield will
unless a state legislature ex- House passed &solutions this hold its annual alumni midempts an entire state.
session to ask Congress to winter
Bible
conference
The bill introduced in the amend the Federal Time Act to January 24, 25, and 26.
house Friday does not mention have the same effect as under
Speakers on Monday January
exempting Kentucky tram that Wright's bill, The House just 24, will be George M. Hodge,
federal act but its primary passed that resolution'Friday.
Adams, Tennessee, 10:00, Joe
Other bills introduced Friday Carrico, Russellville, 11:00,.
Sponsor, Rep, Dexter Wright,
R-Louisville,said later he did would:
Calvin Hudson, Mayfield, 1:30,
Allow policemen in any Joe Carrico, 2:15, 'Harry C.
not believe that was necessary.
Wright said he felt Kentucky county having a merit system Yates, Farmington, 7:00. Dr.
Mild get around the federal to organize for collective bar- H.C. Chiles, Murray, 800.
act, through his bill, just as he gaining; steikes by the policeSpeakers on
Tuesday,
said Indiana has in another jrnen would,be prohibited. The kJanuary 25, will be Grover
•
bill was sponsored by Rep. Page, Murray, 10:00_ T.C.
context.
Kentucky first went on day- James Murphy, D-Newport.
Thurman, Covington, Ten- Allow second class cities to nessee, 11:00, 2:15 and 7:00 Dr.
light saving time in 1968, when
a bill to exempt the entire state establish community improve- H.C. Chiles, 8:00.
was patted in the House but ment districts, as first class
On Wednesday, January 26,
Nat on a tie vote in the Senate.
.the speakers will be CB.
(Continued ea Page Eight)
Gov. Wendell Ford, who then
Pierce, Gilbertsville, 10:00, Dr.
presided over the Senate as
H.C. Chiles; 11:00.
NOW AT MEMPHIS
lieutenant governor," voted..
The college extends all.fore,
Clarice) McDaniefe wier stpdente•ancifriena -of the
against it-as well although the
tie vote already tad-defeated is now -a patient at the Baptist institution #11 invitation to gMemorial Hospital, Memphis, ime the meetings. A trustees'
it.
Another- attempt. to exempt Term., where she is receiving ineetIng NM'be held on Tuesdaythe state'from the federal act special treatment for her:back. afternoon at 3:00.
-• '

Dr. Frank Kodman
'Speaker For Hazel
Woman's Club Meet
_..Dr.Frank_Kodman., professor .
in the psychology department at
Murray State University, was
the speaker at the meeting of
the Hazel Woman's Club held on
Thursday, January 20, at seven
pm; at the Hazel City Hall.
"Dyslexia" was the subject of
Dr. Koclinan'e talk. He said
dyslexia is a learning disability
detectable many times at a very
early age'. Many cases- could
have a Complete recovery if
proper help is obtained, Dr.
Kodman said. He gave several
symptom and examples of signs
of syslexa.
.hite. Gerald Gallimore introduced Dr. Kodman. Mrs.
Hughes Bennett gave the
devotion on the subject,
"Patronage To Country and'
Flag",
The president, Mrs, -krald.
Ray,presided and read a note of
thanks from the CARE Foundation for the donation made by
•
the club."
Mrs. Hughes Bennett and
Mrs. Steve Knot,. hostesses,
served refreshments to the
eight members and one guest,
Dr. Kodman. Other members,
present, not previously mentioned, were Mrs. Jackie
Butterworth, Mrs. Ed Russell,
Mrs. Kent Simpson, and Mrs.
Harold Wilkinson.
The club will meet Thursday.
February 17, at seven p.m at
the Computer Center in Wells
Hall at Murray State University.
•
MONTHLY SINGING
The monthly .singing will he
held at the Hardin Pentecostal
Church. of God tonight
iSaturday
at 730- p.m.
Featured singers will be the
Chap-el Aires of Granite Cite,
tM
ers and listeners are
invited.
_• _
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Ten-Years-Ago Today ia:DGIELa
Deaths repOrted are Mrs. Lerma Griffin, age 87, Murray
Outland, Mrs.John Paschall,age 84, MissRiiih MentgomerY;age
60, Stanford Smith,age 54, Richard L.(Cull) Holland,age 78,and
Vine! B Mondy.
Cbach Preston (Ty) Holland, veteran mentor at Murray High
School, was runnerup in the balloting of the Coach of the Year
award by the Kentucky- High School Coaches Association in
•
Bowling Green.
Ernest 1Vladrey of Murray Rnute One has _Wen
$200 in a state forestry contest.
Lynn Grove won over Ahno for the championship of the
Calloway County Grade_School tournament
• _ Mr.and Mrs.Howard Bazzell announce the engagement of their
daughter, Nancy,to Ted Lovett,son of Mr. and Mrs. Gent Lovett.

20 Years Ago Today
lanaal a TOW 71111
Senator James M. Lassiter,--Murray'Democrat, has been
named chairman of the Senate Committee on claims. He is also on
several other committees. He represents Calloway. Critteratpo,
Caldwell,Trigg,and Lyon Counties in the General Assembly.
4.,'Paul Leeja_the_liettfire.chieta MuallheLhe
ttens insfine job. Paul alwafts was devoted to his job",from the
column;"Seen & Heard Around Murray".
George E. Overbey, local attorney has been named chairman
of the Boy Scout Finance Campaign here.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lovett on
January 11,a boy to Mr.and Mrs. Bennie Simmons on January 13,
a boy-to Mr.and Mrs.Freed Tucker on January 16, girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Izell Williams on January 19,and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Buel
Duncan on January 20.

30YearsAgoThisWesk
LaDGza a MOM Ma

The two leading newspapers of Calloway County, The Ledger &
Times and The West Kentuckian, consolidated January 17 and
this week are being published as one newspaper, according to W.
Percy Williams, publisher, and flarpICYan winkle. editor.
Deaths reported are James Lon Morris, age 60, Carlos C.
Matheny, C. Sr Giles, age 72, Mrs. Harriett Burns, age 79, Mrs.
Walter Adams,age 55, Mrs. Sarah Elisabeth Broach of Amarillo,
Texas, and the infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G. Kerby Jennings.
Dickie Hood, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. Hall Hood, and Dame!
Lovett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lovett, members of Boy Scout
Troop 45, have been presented their Eagle badges.
Marriages announced this week include Robbie Nell Myers to
James P. Miller on January 17, and Mary Katherine Farmer to
Edwin Cain on December 6.
Daylight saving time will start all over the United States on
February 9.
An average of $12.90 per hundred was reported for the season's
sale of dark fired tobacco on the Murray market.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Bleised is the man that walketh Dot in the commiel of the
ungodly.-Psalm 1:1.
In our time we put a great premium on counsel. We do most
things by counsel. The Psalmist starts everything here. Let us
learn how to counsel from him.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
There are many different kinds of emotional
episodes that can trigger sudden loss of memory.
The strangest cases concer,n the taxpayer who
forgets to deduct the deductible, the priest Who
forgets his prayers and the boy and girl in embrace
who forget to kiss because they are fascinated by the
moonlight.
"We never forget things so well as when we are tired
of talking of them."
—LaRochefoucauld

VA To Provide Dental Service
-To make dental care more along with an equal munber of
convenient for men and women dental assistantpersonnel.
Vietnam Era veterans
being discharged from the
needing dental care are
Armed Forces, the Veterans
Administration now has out- presumed to be service conpatient dental. service during nected and therefore eligible to
evening hours and on Saturdays receive the care from the VA at
no cost to them, provided:
at seven of its hospitals.
-they apply to the VA Within
They are at Buffalo, N.Y.,
Houston, Tex., St. Louis, San 1 year after their discharge,and
Francisco, Washington, D.C., . -they were discharged or
and Seattle and Vancouver,- retired under conditions other
than dishonorable.
Wash.
VA ham streamlined its
to
The plan will be extended
so that, in most
paperwork
•
other hospitals.
cases, the treatment can be
is
staff
dental
VA
regular
The
started without a review of
supplemented by private military dental records.
dentists paid by the VA on a fee
basis. to give the care after
(in 'goo*/ range, male deer
hours and an Saturdays, using will weigh from 225 to 300
the VA dental equipment and pounds, with a few going as
- facilities. Some 45 dentists, ingh as 375 pounds.
• including gratluate dentists
Female deer weigh from 125
enrolled for dental specialty
at nearby schools of to 175 pOunds on the average,
dentistry, are participating, with a few teaching 250 pounds.

Young people still-look
for heroes, Inger says

nor of Fred Astaire.
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Cheese Pie Features Cherries__

-

REEVES GIRL
By Ceclly-Baowostoae
_and Mrs. Thomas
A ssocia ted*in Food Editor
•
-.4(41
#(44/
Reeves" 106 Circle Drive,
*
A good Italian' cook we know
Benton,, arc the parents of a
fIltOMAN
,
always adds red maraschino
baby girl, Priscilla Leigh,
cherries to her Italian cheese
weighiegpounds eleven
pie. "This isn't traditional,"
Folpel Tears
ounces, born on Thursday,
she says, "but that's the way
my family likes the dessert."
With Onion: January 20, at 1:16 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
The following recipe follows
NEW YORK,
Hospital.
suit.
etitatrieldilkat —Their other children are
If you try this pie. be sure to
use a roomy up-to-date 9-inch
_ The Dexter Homemakers. gives onions their flavor also
Petrels, age twelve, David, age
glass pie plate. Some of theti,and Paula, age seven. The
maket- many pertotis cry
Club-Met ertheTsiMe-of Mrs.
older glass pie ptates were lafatter is employed at the B. F.
I.ula Parrish on Thursday,
when they peel 'em. When an
beled "9 inch' but they do not
Goodrich Chemical Plant at
January 13, at nine-thirty
onion is cut, the oil sprays
come up to this measurement:
Calvert
City..
o'clock in the morning with the
upward as a vapor that irria pie plate of this sort won't
Grandparents are Mr. and
'president, Mrs. Lydia Overby,
hold all the filling.
tates the eyes and brings on
Mrs. A. V. Reeves of Dexter and
presiding.
ITALIAN CHERRY
By Abigail Van Buren
tears. Peeling onion under
Mr.
and Mrs. Roscoe S. Penn of
Mrs;Pansy Pritcnett read the
CHEESE PIE
cold running water can reBenton. Great grandparents are
devotion from Ephesians 4:31- duce
1 cup unsifted flour, stir to aer
the effect of the spray,
19-year
a
am
DEAR ABBY: I
-old conservative, respon- • ate before measuring
Mr.and Mrs.Lundy G.Tubbs of
32. The roll call was answered
says the Department of
sible, open-minded guy I am living away from 'home- at
1/4 cup sugar
Almo and Mrs. June Reed of
by a resOlution one should ham,
WWI&
s4ntrin.
-_...--„--.......-1 terspoon baking powder
made but failed to do so at the
My roommate [I'll call him Dave) and I have a
1/2 teaspoon salt
Onion flavor in cooled
beginning of the new year.
Recently, two very close friends of his [both girls] 6 tablespoons butter
problem.
RUDOLPH BOY
The lesson on "Population
foods is enhanced if the onoffered to share an apartment with us next year. Dave has
1 egg
Jason Matt is the name
Explosion" was presented by,. ions are chopped and heated
known these girls since be_ was a little eid, _They are eke
lie
:
d traces)red maraschino _ ITALIAN-STYLE _CHEESE PIE.= For an American touch add
chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Mrs. Dolly Colson.
a little fat for a few minsisters to him. I believe his intentions are 100 per cent
diserries to the delicious filling.
Rudolph, 708 Payne Street,
Those
present
were
utes before being added to
• 1 package is ounces), cream
honorable.
1/2
pound
(1
cup)
Murray,
ricotta cheese powder and salt, cut in
their
for
baby
Mesdames Dolly Cason, Lydia
boy,
cheese, softened
other ingredients.
A setup like this would give us great benefits. Dave and
short2 eggs, separated
weighing seven pounds two
Overby Irene Mitchuson, Lula
1/3
cup
sugar
ening until crumbly. Add whole
I wouldn't have to hassle with mending clothes cooking or
3
tablespoons
flour
ounces, born on Thursday,
egg and stir until well ml
Parrish, Dine Pritchett, June
housekeeping. Chris and Kathy [not their real names] would
FAMILY.DINIeEft
•
1/2 teaspoon grated lemon raid Press
Higgins, June Pritctiett,,Pinsi -Meat Loaf
dough over bottom and_
Potatoes January 29, at 435 p.m. at the
end tip with a few extra tents a month,patio tbee_wouldu,
I/2 teenoenyiniila._
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girls do these days. At any rate, It would cost us all
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The new father is a student at
Chocolate Pudding Cake
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less•
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than what it's coating us now. The anly-problem is thatit-ts
and
Dririanincahgearrnies
. oult
Murray State University.
Beverage
ti:our. 1/4 - cep."Sr
Stanley party at the nella bit extreme.
In a large mixing bowl beet
Grandparents are Mr. and
CHOCOLATE PUDDING
meeting to be held at the home
Tell me, Abby, what would your advice be.to your kid
cream
cheese with 1/3 cup sugU
CAKE
Mrs.
Charles
K. Rudolph of
of Mrs:Hays Pritchett This will
he hit you with a proposition like this? .
ar until smooth • blend in ricotta
membered the south Murray
A cakelike topping and a sau- Calvert-City Route One and Mr.
be a potluck luncheon and the
cheese. 2 egg yolks, 3 tableUNDECIDED AT UCSB
and Mrs. J. D. Waldrop of Hazel
lesson will be on "New Sewing cy chocolate base.
Homemakers Club bed a field
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melted
2
DEAR
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:
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highly
Route One. Great grandparents
unlikely that my ."kid" trip and their meeting at the
Techniques". All
interested
1 cup sugar
Calloway vanilla. Stir in milk.
will ever hit me with a propositioik like that, but if. he does 1 home of
are Mr. and Mrs.A,C. Waldrop
ipersons are invited to attend. 1 teaspoon vanilla
Mrs. William Britton of
_— Beat 2 egg whites until-stiff
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1/2 cup unsweetened cocoa
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Rudolph; all of Marshall
Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer Ladies Day held on Wednesday, shill and add cheese filling.
advice
1 teaspoon baking powder
seriously. So Ili withhold it.
County.
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In a bowl combine batter, 1/2 Seymour, bid., announce the
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book and- group left in the Eversmeyer Sparkman, fourth.
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Highest single round went to
The Baptist Young Women of gether flour, 1/4 cup cocoa,
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The women returned to the Charles Shuffett were hostesses ished as a youngster for
• Thi program was a study on oats. In an 8-inch square cake Hospital at Columbus, Ind.
will
donate $25 to your favorite charity if you publish
They have another daughter,
home of Mrs. Britton at eleven for the ten tables of bridge. -- using bread-to--puide_ food
the book of Isaiah. Special pan combine remaining 1/2 cup
this letter!
o'clock
where she served a
Hostesses for the luncheon into your fork, take comprayers were held for the sugar, remaining 1/4 cup cocoa, Kim, age four, and a son, Jay,
,..
delicious luncheon.
served were Mesdames Hal fort in this fact: About the
missionaries having birthdays remaining 1/4 teaspoon salt and age three. The father is the
DEAR IRRITATED: Give the us to year 141e
IRR
:m
A
e
T
n
E
tal
D
the boiling water. Drop oat sales manager for the southern
Mt.
Maggard, Houston, chairman, Tommy year 1500, bread was baked
Paul
on that day.
Health Association. And try to cosurotleiur terftatioti.
We president, presided
and Chrisp, Clegg Austin, O.B. in round; hare flat reeves
Plans were made for the mixture by tablespoonfuls onto part of Indiana for the John
bad for your blood pressure:
mixture in pan. Bake in a Deere Implement Company.
411`
programs
planned
were
for
the Boone, Jr., and John Gregory. and used as plates for banobservance of BYW focus week cocoa
,‘
preheated 350-degree oven
quets. When dinner was
Grandparent
s
are
Mr.
and
coming
year.
A
thank
you
note
The next -ladies' bridge and over, diners picked up
to be held Feb. 12-19. A visit to about 45 minutes. Serve warm,
DEAR ABBY: I am 18 and my fiance [call him
Mrs.
Hoyt
Like
of
Hazel
Bob] was read from Fort Campbell luncheon will be held on Wedand Mr.
the rest home was planned and spooning chocolate sauce from
is 20. We have gone together off and on for four
their plates and ate. them
years.,and
thanking the group for the nesday, February 16.
a project to be completed pan over each portion. Top with and Mrs. James H. Shelton of
have been engaged for over a year. Bob is in the Navy
for dessert!
-a*
,
Murray.
Great
grandparent
s
Chtietmu party.
.
during focus week was to make vanilla ice cream. Makes 6
makes $400 a month.
are
Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Like of
The lesson on "Warranties •
waste baskets, using egg ca?- servings.
We want to get married, but my problem is my
LI,a.s 1.1•LP Limas Wies
IAA
Hazel, J.H. Shelton of Grand
tons, to be used in he Sunday
They don't think we can make it on _3400. a month- folks. *Guarantees" was presented
Bob-is
Island,
Fla.,
and
Mrs.
Flora
-by-fgre.
Maggard.
Mrs. Claude .7
.School rooms of the church.
making more than my father My Mom doesn't
Farless of Murray.
work, and
Miller gave the devotion.
ilefreshments were _scum%
we have four kids in our family, so I don't
know
bow my
Members. attending were
-' by the hostess. Members
-folks figure, do you? Please help.
GENERATION GAP
Mesdames Brent Manning,
present were; Rita Chaney,
DEAR GAP: If your father is making it on less
James Parker; Christine
Glenda Kelly, Becky Chaney,
than
etoo a month with six mouths to feed, it is
Rhodes, Claude Miller, N.P.
Cyndy Carroll, Jo Ann Chaney,
obvious
your
(NFS) - Here's a
I Iks have other reasons for objecting to
Cavitt, Raymond Carter, Olin
Betty Wicker, Kathy Kelly, and tip Chicago
your
marrying
for needlework, knitting, or
Bob. Find out what they are.
Moore, S. C. raison, Paul
Karen McCuiston
crochet enthusiasts who have
Highway 94 East
Maggard, Harold Eversmeyer,
trouble keeping their supplies
CONFIDENTIAL TO "SECOND TIME ;ROUND" IN 4
James Witherspoon, Guy
clean and in order until a projPALM BEACH, FLA.: Brush the stardust out of
your eyes,
Cunningham, T. H. Covington,
ect it finished:
Lady, and don't worry about "insulting" him. No
Monday-Wednesday-Friday 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
matter
Once you've purchased the
M. C. Henry, Martha Golden,
how "honorable" a man you think he is, its better
Miss LaNita Crouch, fornecessary yarns or threads,
to have
Britton.
William
and
visitor
A
a
Saturday — 9 A.M. to 12 Noon
pre-nuptial agreement and not need one, than to
needles, patterns, and such, as- merly of Murray and Nashville,
have
was little Tammy Witherspoon.
needed one, and not have it. This agreement should
semble them all in a convenient Term., was married to Dean
spell
EMERGENCY CARE BY APPOINTMENT
The next meeting will be held
plastic box with a snug lid to Moses of Memphis, Tenn., on
out who gets what in case the marelige doesn't work
c
out.. on Wednesday, February 9, at
keep out soil and moisture.
Friday,
And
December
who's
31,
in
St.
'OTHER
entitled
to
HOURS..
how
much
should
you
precede
Mrs. Aaron Chapman opened
him in
the home of Mrs. Guy CunFRkEZETTE Flats by RePhone 753-2962
death, or vice versa.
her home on Woodlawn for the public, the containers made in Moritz, Switzerland.
ningham.
, 1••••
Amu00000itrb••411
,
The
wedding ceremony was
meeting of the Arts_imel_Cnilla, various izes _Age fo9Cti 'n
-'perktriNt
rIF-t
ierinan
rry
e
reezer
or
-1
efirigertitor,
areClub- hild on Wednesday,
Januar)! 12, at two-thirty ideal to protect new materials probate judge of St. Moritz and
as well as the finished pieces Interpreted into English by
o'clock in the afternoon.
before assembly. Harold Gross, the American
The president, Mrs. ChapConsulate General from Zurich,
The Adult Great Books
Saturday, January 22
man, presided. Mrs. , Duren
Kimberly
Discussion will meet at the
Griffith discussed some of the spring with acelebrates a suit-y Switzerland.
The Alpha Department of the Calloway. County Publicseries of snappy
Following their wedding the
-crafts she had made. Mrs-. suits and jacket dresses.
A couple toured other points of Murray Woman's Club will Library at seven p.m.
Ronald Churchill gave some knitted suit with a short belted
have its luncheon meeting at the
highlights of the history of the jacket has a flaring skirt and a interest in Europe including club house at noon with Mrs.
Paris,
France,
and
London,
fine-striped multi-colored blouse
club started in 1912.
J.I. Hosick, Miss Cappie Beale,
The Cre_ative Arts DepartRefreshments were served by with a tie neckline. A smock-top England.. They plan to spend Mrs. Edwin Larson,
Mrs. John ment of the Murray Woman's
some
time
on
the
island
of
'suit
has
a
white
tailored
shirt
and
Chapman and her
Mrs.
J.
Livesay, and Mrs. Harry Club will have its meeting at the
daughter, Dr. Roberta chap_ black and white checked pants. Bermuda before returning to
Memphis, Tenn., later this Conley as hostesses.
club house at 9:30 a.m.
man.
1'4
month.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
• Members present were
ALL JR. MISSES
Mr.
and Mrs. Terry Lawrence Ken Adarns, Dan Harrell, Mc C.
Knowing what to do at the' The new Mrs' Mims is theMesdamei B.H. Cooper, A.M.
will have open house at their,
of an occident often daught
Thomas, Keys Futrell, Edgar time
of htr! and Mrs. home at 1503 Belmont Drive,. Garrott, Don L. Fuqua, Donald
means the difference between TheronerCrouch
of
L Story, and Paul Lynn.
Farmington
Morris, Neva Waters, Robbie
from five to eight p.m. in
an injury
x Harrison, Helen Lassiter, experts say.or tragedy, "Mete Route One. Mr. Moses, son of celebration of their golden
Tuesday, January 25
Mrs.. Candace E. Moses of
i; Mayme RandolPh, Polly Keys,
The Omicron Alpha Chapter
wedding anniversary. All
Columbia,
South
Carolina
and
' Bryan Tolley, Metes Linn, Ruth"
friends and relatives are In- of the Tau Phi Lambda sorority
Keep
poesons
and the late C. I. Moses, is owner
Clopton, C.B. Ford, Renald
will have its pledge ceremony at
vited.
medicines
locked
chairman
and
in
cue.
a
of
the
Board
of
Churchill, Jesse Roberts, Aaron board
Captain's Kitchen at 6:30 p.m.
so small children can't Transcon Investment and
Sunday, January 23
-Chapman, and Br. Chapman. get at them during their
many Financial Ltd., a Memphis
Mr. and Mrs W. B. Parker_ John 'Winter, associate
Guests were'Mrs. Griffith and explorations.
based firm.
will celebrate their golden professor of music at Murray
tt Mrs. Happy. •
wedding anniversary with an State University, will play tape
e,,,
ONE RACK
open house at their home al 809 recordings and show slides of
ONE RACK
' 1$.
ONE HOUR SERVICE
Poplar Street, Murray, from pipe Organs he has seen and
Nt
X
talf9. 10..4:30 p.m.
played -during two- sabbaticalleaves in the United Stites and
The Mothers' March for the Europe at the R.W. Farrell,
March of Dimes will be com- Recital Hall, Fine Arts
pleted during the coming week. Buikling, liaSU, at eight p.m.
* Good Monday, Tuesday a Wednesday, Jan. 24, 25, 26
Los Indite Tabajaras. duo- The public is invited.
guitarists, will present a
.
The Kirksey Parent-Teacher
program at the Murray State
University auditorium at 230 Association will meet at the
t
ALL WINTER
p.m. This event is sponsored by. kirksey School at 1:45 p.m.
ONE RACK
*
•:
the Murray Civic Music
The Current Mission Group of? *
Associatim:.
Includes: Skirts, Trousers, Sweaters, Short Jackets, etc.
the Memorial Baptist Church
Monday, January 24
will meet at the church at two
Free! Mothproofing-Mildew proofing
The Luther Robertson School
We have shirt laundry Services here!
ple•
*IA has cancelled as meeting
for this month
Mrs. Hannah Sanderson,.
Missionary to Trinidad, will
The Blood River Baptist speak
at the meeting of the
Association WMU will have its Current Missions Group of the
quarterly meeting at the Cherry Memorial Baptist Church at
the
Corner Baptist Church starting church at seven p.m.
at ten a.m. David lams will
*
speak on his world mission trip.
The Garruna=ararna Chapter
So. 4th Street
• Phone 753-3882 *
Persons are asked to bring a„. et•Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
- *
ONE HOUR SERVICE
sack lunch
the home.of'Mrs. Jerry Duncan.
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Dexter Club Has
Regular Meet With
MrsAula_Parrish--

T student. has
a roommate problem

Has.Field
And Luncheon

Bridge Winners Are
Named At

Miss Rita -Chaney
.Hostess To Baptist ,
Young Women's Meet

Bread history

•I

•

.
ru Tue.

iREN OATES
S WILSON

nyEt_,

)".

*CZ'

—
BROERINGMEYER
— NOTICE

Put A Lid On
Needlework Miss LaNita Crouch

CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE

And Dean Moses Are
Wed In Switzerland

'Arts & Crafts Club
Meets At Home Of
jMrs. Chap-man

NEW OFFICE HOURS.

E

't

Clearance

•

1:30

ic with
NUDE t*

1r18

u Tue.

tAlr

art 6:45

ITTER'

WITH
ITIER"
11111111111.

WINTER

DRESSES
/L

SPECIAL

DRY CLEANING

OFFER

'aN.Yr1 $2981 i:44.3Yr: !I98

GarmentsGarments‘sw

I

ONE-HOUR
MARTINIZING

Price

ROBES

.
*
**
:
*
*t

:

and LOUNGE WEAR

1/2 Price

HATS

ALL PURPOSE
and

WINTER COATS *
1/2 Price
It

SPORTSWEAR t
t

t
**

1/2 Price

t
PARTY
i
DRESSES .
1/3 T° 1/2 & Less :
***

**
$500
.
**.
i MADEMOISELLE SHOP i

* 111

•
•
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_ judges rai
year have
• bill intrcxi
yers.
The big
accrue to I
judges, a*
amount an
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raise the
Court of A
500, which
able to ret
And it
year to thi
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.1. You
can
tell - *knowledgeable gunner by the
wiry he closes the action of a
double-barreled shotgun. You'll
notice that he always holds the
:barrels by the fore end and lifts
butt up to it_sa that the two
parts click together. He never,
not ever, slams it shut. - 2. A spinning line will behave
much better if you stretch the
coils out of it before you start
casting. The easiest way is to
hook something solid back oft
the length of a cast, and pull
hard while holding thg line. And
you can check for weak spots.

Charles Storey, Nuel litaxberry and Will D. Thornton display this
fine catch of 148 fish they caught on a fishing trip at Boledo Bend
Reservoir in Shelbyville, Texas, January 8. There are 129 bass
and 19 cripple, the largest bass weighed 4 lbs. 14 oz.

The lee

byItate S

Goose-Costs-Hunter
$7.06 Per Pound

3. Never turn an outboard
motor upside down imDesMedia*:Jerry Alienate/bawls withinallarifilikesieiddlitheleseeattbskilsidsslpplmediately after lifting it off the.
boat transom'. Water that has
not drained out of the cooling
By JERRY ALLEN
system may seep into the
After battling it out with my trip. Resulting in a total of
heated cylinders through the
wife for_years tlyil.the_gailis of 38.281 miles driven._ The kill
eThaligt port-L.:Let thia-kickeg
Cool off, and dry-sat-before goose hunting is well worth the during the. season was 199
By Jerry Allen
cost, I now have to say that she Canada geese. Each hunter'
-turning it head-dawn.
could be rigid-wileti she says averaged Hit for gas, $46.11
-"Keep on driving, they might hidden behind two large cotton said. Luther will want to come
fly when you stop," I told woods and advanced on the too so maybe we can hunt both
for hunting equipment (not
4. Want to waterprooi, those that "I'm nuts".
A fellow
bilogy student shells) $16.90 for hunting rights
Luther Kanipe. We had just ducks in a low sneak. When we pieces tomorrow.
matches? Use the plastic
seen about 85 mallards setting were about 50 yards away theY
Luther did want to go, so we containers from polaroid black- completed a study of the and $5.57 for shells. The total
next to the levee in the risen took to the air and we shot, only -all decided to leave at 4:00 ain,_.-iind-white pictures. _The_ con. CanadagoOse Ind included was cost for these hunters excluding
waters of the Mississippi. They one duck fell. After finishing our We took along 4 dozen decoys_ tainers hold about a dozen a section on the cost incurred in loss of salary while hunting was
- were in a place well hidden cripple we waited impatiently just for luck. Before 6 a.m. we • wooden matches, and will float obtaining the wiley migrant. . $9,9933.94 for 130 hunters.
Now that the study is complete
from most eyes, but our eyes for others to come, but not for were set up waiting for the if drGPPed•
Therefore we can say that '
there is no reason why I should each hunter averaged
were experienced at looking for long.Ten team top of us,and we greenheads to come.
$75.61-041
• f
5. .Tuck a Couple of light be the only hunter to get the $49.42 per goose bagged or $7.06
.ducks'. And this'Aility had just greeted them in style. I pulled
For Small Game Boaters
Well you won't believe this,
payed off."Most of those ducks out a double and Tiger downed but we heard a big roar coming plastic bags in your pocket verbal treatment from the little per pound of goose, live weight.
Best Of Season May Bo Ahead
from the West that sounded l
ike when you go hunting rabbits or woman when
did was. to Just in case you are interested
----are----hbtek mallards," said one as he topped thw-trees.
her the atusly
--Luther-7'1'es;but thee's lotrof- -These ducks feliton
a few more facts 4,631 shell
PRANICFORT, Ky.—Take heart you hunters who have been to
a tornado coining. Then all of a sti ichs "Like- most
old zeenheads there too,"! with waders," he said. "Don't sozidea_it hit. The wind blew,_ animals, they carry fleas, and by Ed Hess of Eastern Ken- were shot to get _tlmge_ggese_r lbelields and have returnedlesathanhiPpyleith.yous_rabbit or.
replied. •'We'lliet them in the -worry,--1---know a man about a and the temperature must have the fleas Will leave the cooling tucky University.
-GIs a lot of amunition for
quail harvest.
.
Data was used from 130 199 geese and it could lead to a
morning," I said. "Oh NO!" mile from here that will lend us dropped 10 degrees in 10 carcasses and move in on- you if
The
best
hunting
days
are
still
in
the offing and you'll likely see
they
sportsmen
can.
Putting
himting
Canada heck of a sore shoulder..
dead game in
Luther exclaimed, "I can't go
his boat, meanwhile lets finish seconds. The rain fell and the
more game in the final two weeks than in the early days of the, ,
tomorrow morning, I've got to out our limit." "There's a bunch cold front
that had been the bags and closing the tops geese on land surrounding the
season. This has been the case for the past several seasons,and ir
talk to Mr. Chaney at the over the river," Tiger said.
predicted had taken over.
_ keeps the fleas confined while Kellog Bird Sanctuary near
seems to refute the commonly held belief that to get ga):rif a
Kalama Zoo Michigan. So now
University about my schedule."
I gave them a high ball and
"Ducks coming in" I said as I you are hunting.
hunter must be among the first in the field. For some hunters,the
all that hunt the Canada goose
._ "I sure wish you could go," I they headed our way, then a called. The mallard suzie slid
final two weeks of the season are best.rabbitir6
.
can enter the dog house with
**We'd be sure to get close in call started them right into the opening ready to
The male, or buck, deer vari- me.
'our limit."
working and the old setting light, but as she backpaddled,
The deadline, by the way,for quail and
the final day of
The 130 hunters averaged ten
AS Luther_ drove to Murray _I down call really paralized them we all lowered the boom on her - es from about 32 to 47 inches in
January and if you haven't gotten your game by that time you'll
height at the shoulder, while hunting trips per season,
7-Could see the look of cheap- as they-came in with wings set and she fell.
be out of luck until next fall.
.
.
the female, or doe, stands from totaling 40.5 hours with an
_ pointment on his face, butI also "Get 'em."
,
"Boy I can't believe we all- 27 to about 40 inches in height.
Late-season hunters do have -stmething going for them. An
average of 30 miles for each
"knew that those ducks would be
We came out from under the shot that duck," Luther says.
analysis of the conditions will'show why.
gone after one more day. So I cottonwoods as I swung in "Yeah" we sure did," said
intended to after them at dawn front of a greenhead and Tiger.
During the first days-Of a season the fields are overrun with
and Luthermas agreeable that I. squeezed off a shot, he folded. I
Ate
Here comes another bunch. I
hunters who believethat to get game you must be there when the
.. must
'em before they were anxiously swung on another called but they went on.
Black bass fair on steep banks bell rings. Thiscrowded situation causes poor working conditions
gone.
and phicked him out as they
"The wind's blowing so hard
erwhich are probably not in good physical shape, and
and
drinr offs_ at 12.10 _15_ feet for the dw,sf
beaseatingsupperthatnight -climbed- out in wild ftei: -theYeen't hear the call" I said.
-flr
-tlie.
- himself.Be can not cover his quota of ground and'
using
a
jig
and
black
perk
rind,
when there happened a knock 'Tiger had gotten two out of this "We might as well go home or
play his accustomed accuracy with his shotgun since he,
also
a
few
are
being
caught
on
on the door. "Hello!" said Don bunch also and was excitedly scout some other areas."
1
ssout of condition.
night crawlers. Large croppie 2,
Abel, known to Las friends as retrieving the kill.
Don and Luther agreed and
are being caught at Kentucky
The
hordes of hunters who crowd into those first few days of
Tiger. *Wihen ya gonna take me
"Two more are out too far to we took up the decoys and
Lake at 10-14 feet on ledges hunting Cause problems to one another, too. The rabbit hunters
duck _ hunting?" He asked. get," he said. "Don't worry headed out. On the way we
close to stumpy areas. Crappie Jump the quail and the quail hunters jump the rabbits and neither
"Tomorrow morning,' I replied we'll get Chester Williams boat stopped at the place we had
.are also good on Barkley Lake group is able to fully take advantage of the species he seeks. And
without another word. "Good," later."
seen ducks the day before, we
at 5 to 6 feet. Several nice once-jumped game does not offer the same target that it
Tiger said, "I'll be here at
Just then two more ducks were out of the car and set up in
strings for this time of the year customarily does on the initial rise. That's two strikes against the
4:30," and he closed the door came heading in and I greeted 20 minutes and the
ducks came
are .being brought in at the early hunter.
behind him.
them with a feed call and Tiger but they began to flare.
docks and most crappie are in
A third one is the dense cover that makes hunting more difficult
Come 4:30 Tiger was ready greeted them with 6 shots from
"I bet they see your dog," I
the 11-2 to 2 lbs. class. Average and the game harder to find in the early days. The dog, too, will
with gun in hapd. After putting his 16 gauge shotgun to finish said to Luther. Luther had
water
temperature in both
have trouble breaking through the matted underbrush to get to
• the decoys in the trunk we were our limit.
brought his dog Onix today and
Barkley and Kentucky is 42 the areas where the rabbit and the bird may be. Later, paths
on the way. Not long after
"Let's get that boat," Tiger he had been doing fine, but we
degrees.
thrbugh this maze will be broken and the dog will have freer
arrival at the Levi of the- said.
couldn't keep him still.
access to ferret out his game.
Mississippi, we had the decoys
So we cut a trail to the car and
Two ducks came in low and
That's a third strike, but there are more. Another minus on the
out and were waiting under the were on our way. After
swung wide as I dropped one.
early hunting is the fact that ame ma be in the ve rou'at
big cottonwoods. "We don't talking to Chester and
setaftec
t of
sun. Rabbits, in an
, mg
need a mind,' t said, those promising him some of our the duck to Luther then another
effort to cool it,adroitly use the dens of groundhogs in the daylight
Mallards will fall in this timber ducks we got his little 10 foot duck came over low and _I
hours and there they are safe from the hounds and the hunters.
like H-Bombs and if we stay boat and in no time were dropped him, too.
Come night they'll move out and feed and play.
close to the trees they'll break retrieving our ducks.
._
"Get him Onix", Luther said.
our outline, then the ducks
We decided that before going Onix returned with the duck,
This habit is not noted in January when the days are cold. By
won't see tails they come in.
home we'd scout out the upper and Luther gat_down in
-then the rabbits will have long since gtven upthe groundhog holes,
tallAs dawn ,woke, mallards river hathistito'rind ducks for grass to wait again. the.
which have become soggy from the heavy rains, and may be
began,4sticom, but they were • tomorrows hunt. It payed off.
found on a hillside under tufts of grass,there to enjoy a possible
"I'm cold," said Tiger."Yes,
coming to an opening about 75
We found about 500 mallards and I've got to go," said Luther.
ray of sunshine.
ards away, "Let's get over using in the newly risen waters "I've got to feed my hogs
And the quail,feeling the pinch of a restricted diet, will venture
lifis
there!" I said, "Just leave the- covering a bean field.
over a greater area in quest of food, thereby giving the dogs more
afternoon."
• I.•coys,the rest of the ducks will
ground from which to pick up the scent. In those final two weeks,
"We'll be back
here
So we all trudged toile car
light just where these did." tomorrow," I said. "Yea" we and headed bacjyto Murray
also, all but the devotedhunters have long since deserted the
Hut, let's try to sneak up on ought to really get em," Tiger without a linntafducks but with
fields and the old pros have it all to themselves.
Budl Stall; of Murray is displaying 3 of the 4 geese he and Roy
hose already in there."
said. But let's hunt where we some memories of a fun time
So, if your luck has not been as good as you would have
Protect our forests' beauty .
Devine took at Ballard last seek.
As we sneaked up we kept did this morning too. "OK", I (leek
preferred in the early days, try the firal two weekli of the hunting
t.
fire!
from
Staff Photo By Jerry Allen
41.
season. Lika,litey say on TV, we think you'll be glad you did.
••
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CHEMICAL
Co.
"PROMPT, EMCIENT SERVICE IS OUR
MAJOR BUittNESS" •

WARD - ELKINS

STANDARD
• OIL

tp.4

rtilizer
Ye•ir Prescription Carefully L
.Aoeuratety Filled

Located W. Railroad Avenue

Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
All Makes of Guns
WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!
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2
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Call Any Time

753-1933
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RICHARD ORR
DIST. CO.
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This land is YOUR LAND
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4109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 753-4652
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MOTORS
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Super Market

2
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Mortar's Largest and Most Modern Market

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps

alb•POPLAR

Responsibility

“WEST KENTUCKY'S
TB ANSPORTATION CENTER"
!motet 7M-1372

2
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Hazel Highway -
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Salary Raises Proposed
For Kentucky's Judges

Cases Are Heard
lit Cagey/6y fain

Operation Costs, Veterans Move
e To Rise -Into Top Posts
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Milder promoted

Persons Are Fined
-LAFAYETTE, Ind f-7A,t)--;-,
--in The City Court--'the assistant- athletic trainer 4.

..
---Teliffiolifivere charged,
• Vietnam era veterans have or, 29, will
$6,000 a year extra.
become head trainer entered pleas of guilty, and
Despite controls which are
A Legislative Research ComSeveral cases have been supposed to restrain price, approved pay raises. Some tax began moving into positions at and physical therapist at Flori- were fined in the City Court
of
increases also cannot be offset responsiOity on the Veterans
mission study recently recom- disposed of in the Calloway
da State University at Tall- Judge William Donald Overbey
wage and rent increases. fngnY
by
higher
Administr
prices.
ation's
mended increasing the number County„Court of Judge Robert small business
top appeals
ahassee, Fla., Feb. 1.
men are seeing The Commissi
in the city court session held on
on's announced board,,it was announced today.
of circuit judgeships by aboui 0. Miller during the past two costs of
Milder, who has been at Pur- Friday, January 14.
operation go up. Taxes, goal is to
,
hold
the
Lawrence
average
25 per cent.
R.
of
Pierce,
all
Jr., due 2'2 years, will be replaced
weeks. Records show the interest and business rents are
Records show the following
price
Appellate judges may retire. following cases:
by John Schrader, 23, of Lafa- occurred:
not subject to controls. Several per increases to 242 percent chairman ef the Board of
year. But cases will be Veteraot , Appeals
at age 65 with full eay if they
in
yette,
_temporary basis.---Oueley Young;- driving-while
I4ar-iw Long-, Prineeton, roonthS- after -the -fr
on an • vidual basis, Washington, D.C., discloses Schrader
have served one eight-year
will work at Purdue- intoxicated, amended to
increases
wholesale
are
price
D.W .,.`amended to reckless
and
it
remains to be seen to that he has 30 attorneys, one
term. Thus, the Pay tnefelta
until he enters physical therapy -reckless driving, fined $100.00
kr
iving. Fined $100.00, costs coming down the line.
what extent added costs may be physician and four supervisory
would be equivalent to ret$13.50.
school in the fall.
Faced with a general 2%
costs $10.00.
Passed on to customers, as the administrative employees on
ment pay for anyone „en'the
Bobby Kirk, Route 6, Murray, percent guideline on his prices, majority
Billy Ray McKendree, public
of independents feel his staff, all of whom are
court at that stage,-."
public drunkenness, fined the business owner may need should
Riva Ridge, 2-year-old thor- drunkenness, fined $20.00 costs
be allowed.
Vietnam era veterans.
Also offereders an adminislarger increases to offset his
oughbred champion of 1971, won $10.00.
$10.00, costs $18.50.
A major concern is the ratio
Currently, the board is
tration 0:leisure, was a prothe Flash, Futurity, ChamBobby Kirk, Rqutg 6 Murray, higher costs,if he exceeds 21,-2 set for
Robert Dale Woodall, driving
wages higher -than composed of 20 physicians, 126 pagne, Pimlico-Laurel Futurity
posgd amendment to the Kenoperating on revoketi license, percent, he is subject to in- permissib
while intoxicated, disregarding
le price increases. attorneys, and
constitution allowing fined
154
ad- and the Garden State in succes- stop
vestigation upon customer With
$10.00, costs $25.50sign, and reckless driving,
approximately 22 percent ministrative support personnel. sion.
Kentucky- sheriffs to succeed
Phillip Lasiter, Route 4, complaint. And the big of thefined $220.00 costs $10.00.
In addition,
independ
ent
the
firms
The legislation was---fifferiel ..themselves.
expertise
Murray, reckless driving, fined question, not yet clarified,ja -egagrgerice
Gm/ %Written Eard__barp,..8„
Vàtiohs aviflabie`Within its own staff,
Wirielfier'he can boost prices as
MN,costs $18.50.
where labor costs .often far the board receives independent
Liiiigton;__Mike Moloney, .D- dorsed the change and presumGary Atkins, Hardin, hunting hig4 as needed to offset in- exceed material
Lexington,
- and Don Johnson,R- ably it will be one of the two
costs, a opinions from medical experts
without license, fined $15.00, creased overhead. whstantial priablam.
com- who are faculty members in 67'
Flirt Thomas.
proposed amendments which_
The
question
-is eattie-ihr pliance could
,costa ESA&
result unless there leading medical schools. Pierce
.21 Circuit judges now get $17,500 each legislature is permitted to
1205 Chestnut Street
Gary
Stress,
Hardin, many of the nation's small and is a reversal of regulations.
said that the board handles
a year. Under the bill they offer for a referendum in No- Jacghti
ng,fined $100.00 costs independent business people
Anybusiness
about
vember.
grossing
27,000
appeal cases an.,
less
Majority Leader Dee $j35.
would receive $27,500.
who have -recession-squeezed
than $50 million a year does not malty.
Appellate judge get $26,000 Huddleston of ElizabethfoWn
Robert Ponder, Mt. Olive margins, Many cannot absorb have to
advise- the Price
The majority of cases heard
and would receive a $3,500 in- sponsored it.
.„*gym liffairig cipe uf mild =M.__
for
"a
-fe.,thdasiuu priientereatiea. ar____Lit;WfdlSt_withOUt
-TO create a Commission on IMO- suspended, coSts Sl8-S0--- -Independent businessmem- but is subject totheregulatio
and Sundry Needs
ns, trained experts retained by
ers get $22,500 and would get
-strongly back the principle and
Public Trust and Ethics which paid.
may seek the advice of the major
• veterans aervice__
Open
12:00
a.m.
behind
tillPresident
the
Paducah,
64004
's
Phase
Rodney
H- Service and Coieplian
4w Meted,
would be formalized by the 1974
ce Center organizations. Many veterans
General Assembly and would speeding, fined $10.QO, costs Program, but a poll by the at regional Internal Revenue personally appear
before
the
National Federation of Inprovide guidelines for. legisla- $111.50.
offices. Giant businesses,on the board in Washington with their
•
dependent Business shows that
K
th Cr 1 ,
tive conduct. BY Rep. Joe
other hand, must obtain- prior representatives.
fine of $10.00, suspended. coats_ a majority ci*PercefiL
Grave, R-Lexington.
at
To-make it even Mgr'COIF=
the proposition that businesses agPfevEti or -report Price in-To require each member $111.50 paid.
creases as made. But small and venient, the board hasr"trayel
must
be able to pass on all
Gary Kilgore, Ftt. 1 Almo,
appointed by the governor to
indePendelt owners are in a , boards" out of Washington.
the state Parole Board to have reckless driving, fined $10.00, additional costs during the vulnerable position irrthe Maze Thele norMilly
consig
two
economic
controls
era.
costs
er
The
7ol
li
$18.50.
at least_ five years. of exof regulations and decisions.. ethlrlielianth011ysician_Only
Mary Tipton, Gllherfstrint,
perience in the law enforce-find546Pereent °Pc*sed tc
from
Washington which are those cases scheduled and
'
ment field, and limiting one po- speeding, fine of $10.00 view and 4 percent undecided. comtantly alembic_
completely--developed 'TOY_
9
„„pended
mai
$2ie.50par
;
:
dKeritucit
indepen
y
dents
•
litical party to three members _TheZpercent who feels
John Reed, Savannah Tenway:-resldtET
of the- five on the board. By
b
he must pass added vance of the "travel boards"
House, ,Meferity_lAuler John .nessee, sneedoig, fine of Atm say "yes", businesses must be inct
.cusgemeni4sees+acill--bs-beard-,-Pierce-strews:=.51-ispinded
,costs
' $18.50 paid.
able lo pais en an cost hi:- some
Sivinford, D-Cynthiana. difficult decisions in view
These formal hearings are
Johnny Colson, Route 3, creases, 15 percent say"no" of the potential
penalties, $2,500 -usually held in Veterans Ad-To double the $20 state M- Murray, no operators
and±ric
ent
Held At
offer
onne tax -credit fur persons fitted $10.00 costs $18.50.license,, • usiness owners have -peroffeneenn-repeteralltUelilion Regional Offices.
$5.000
on a criminal count. And
Applied Science Bldg., Room S101
over 65 or blind. By House Miregistered uncertainty and
R. D. Hill, Dexter Route 1,
.
consumers may Sue violators Plant plentitud
nority Leader Harold De- cold checking, Fined $10.00
e
some
confusion
over
how
to
costs
for triple- damages (up to
AUSTIN
Marcus, R-Stanford.
,
tax.
11.111)
proceed
under
price and profit 11,000)
$25.50, restitution made.
First Meeting_k_Bellekl
-To _outhorize_foeof
on overcharges when University of Texas resear-R-eniti-guidelines. The Price comviolations
are
willful.
chers
are
working
JANUAR
Y 24 - MONDAY, 7 p.m.
to classify
elections on the question of Akno, spee:ling, fine of $10.00 mission has declared that it
Just how the controls and name more than 4,000
whether strip mining should be suspended, costs $18.5epai
reserves the right to disallow
d.
Course will include film and lecture on the
program is adrqini.stered in the plants that grow in the
prohibited in-any territory. By
'
some price increases reflecting
coming months may determine Chihuahuan Desert of Mexico.
following subjects: Instrument and Systems
Rep. Gross Lindsay, D-Henderhigher costs resulting from
Dr. Marshall C. Johnston.
whether independents remain
son.
.FILIM ENTRY
IFR
an
associate
Charts
professor of
IFR Planning and VOR Flight
so strongly .in favor of the
botany, says less is known
-To allow a lender of funds
program.
NEW YORK (UPI)-Dr. DeIFR
Regulati
ons
IFR Clearance Shorthand
scientifically about the wedgeto charge any rate of interest if lano Meriwether, the
72-yearshaped desert which begins in
300 museums,
and Procedure
the lender believes and the old hematologist now working
ILS-ADF Approaches
southern New Mexico and
50 curators
borrower signs a statement in a Boston hospital, has filed
spreads
into
the
heart
RIODE JANEIRO (UPI)
of
saying the transaction is related his entry for the 60-yard dash
Price is 175.00 Per Person
- Brazil has 300_museauna Mexico than aboat the deserts
to a -business enterei ise, or if in the 65th annual Millrose
of •Motigoliii and Southern
only
but
";t1
trained
curators
to
the principal exceeds $15,000. Games which operithe Madison
Main at 7th Street
take care if them. says Renato Siberia,
•
By Rep. Frank Quickert, D- Square Garden track season
J.hreetiir of 'Cultural
Louisyille.
Jan. 28.
•
The wingspread of a snowy
- 489-2414Affairs for the Minion* of
owl reaches five feet* ,‘
Educatilm
The 4.1 million veterans
PA 1P,A PA PA PA OW PA PA PA PA IA PA PA NA
ILOOPAPAPAPAPAPAR/t,
scheduled to get a record $286
million in dividends On World
Wars I and II life insurance
3 policies will receive checks
during the first six months of
the year.
• The dividends are ordinarily
paid on the anniversary dates of
individual policies during the
course of the whole year, but
payment in 1972 will be accelerated so that all dividends
will be paid in the first six
months.
'
Company
aadminietetifor of Veterans.
04.1g orSh°1
-4-Affairs Donald E. Johnson also
announced that interest rates on
• dividends left -lin Credit' or •
deposit with the agency were
increased effective January 1.
Johnson noted that 3.9 million
of World .War
3 holders
National Service Life Insurance
(Ladies or Mens)
(NSLI) policies will get a total
of $265 million, averaging $68
Fur Trim & Maxi Extra
per policy.
/11
Another
veterans
with
155,000
C
World War I United States
NO LIMIT!
Government Life Insurance
fUSGI.11 policies can expect $21
million in dividends averaging
3 $135 per policy. All veterans due'
dividends should have them by
about April 15, he said.
The VA chief pointed.out that
Laundered to Perfection!
1972 Payments will mark,the.
••• fifth consecutive year that
dividends on NSW policies have
been increased. He also obUSGI,I
served
that
• pdlicyholders Will receive the
regular dividends since
3 largest
1953.
Dividends result from increased intereii earnings in
NSLI and USGLI trust funds.
C He stressed that veterans need
not contact VA to receive the
No Limit!
dividends, since the will be
paid automatically.
•
ALL WORK DONE
Interest paid veterans on
dividends left with the ilgencY.
ON PREMISES!
3 WAS increased i'fft.ct
3 January 1 from 4.2. to 4.5
Quality of our work
percent on NSI.1 dividends, and
from four to 4.25 prte.rit on
is guaranteed to
dividends, he said.
•
• USGI.1
He noted that the dRidends
your satisfaction.
left on credit in Ntill and
USGLI,trust funds are used to
Pay delinquent premiums, if
Convenient
any,-to Prevent lapse of poliiy.
Exceptions . are made, he
. Drive-In
pointed out, where veterans
have requested in writing that
Indow Sonde*
3 their diVidetRis be baTri'm
•
• Cry:
other
some
•
1
I
1
have
elected
Or
_
"

•

FRANKFORT,'
Ky.
(AP) Salary raises for state
judges ranging up to $10,000 a
year have been proposed in a
bill introduced by three lawyers.
The biggest benefits would
accrue to Kentucky's 76 circuit
judges, who-would obtain that
amount annually.
The same measure would
raise the pay of the seven
Court of Appeals judges to $29,500, which means they would be
able to retire at that salary.
And it would give $28,500 a
year to the four appellate corn
missioners.

SCOTT DRUG

WILL BE OPEN EVERY Mita
your Drug,
---

TOBACCO
DOLLAR
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Murray
Flying
Service

ntentfilot-Ground Cott
Murray State University

veb To- Rec
eiv
e
ch
ecks

Federal Savings
and Loan
Murray Branch

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

Phone
753-5787

0
1°

WOkt

Murray
-Nursery.

Right now is the
best time to set
them so that they will be Fully
Adjusted by Spring!
Also . . .
Plantings made now require less
preparation and care than those
made during the 'growing seasons.

* We have a selection of well
branched shade-trees.°
*Our Ornamental Flowering Trees
are well budded for Spring Bloom.
* New -Shrubbery is arriving_aow
and is in excellent condition.
* We have several varieties of Dwarf
- and Standard Fruit Trees on hand.
* We have a New ,Addition to our
• Planting Material
• Concrete Stepping Stones
• Lawn and Garden Tools
• Herbicides and Insecticides
• Mulch Material and Fertilizer
. • Grass Seed
Free Landscape Design and Estimate
New Times: 8-5 -Mon.-Sat.

Murray Flying Service.

DRY CLEANING

SPECIAL

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday, January 24. 25, 26

COATS
PLAIN DRESSES
2-PC. SUITS

98

Slacks
Trousers
Sweaters
Plain Skirts

WEEK LONG SHIRT
SPECIAL

One HOUR
dUb DRY
cLeaneRs

ONE U HOUR

CLEANERS

Central
Shopping
Center

•

JIM

Phone 757:9084
OPEN 7 A.M 6 P.M.
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Airlines fighting a 'lounge war'
- -Rivalry over tha-eir
eel dollar has become so
feverish among- theflat some carriers are considering "live" entertainment in
their'first-class lounges.
Indeed, the jetliner's lounge
has become a sort of status
symbol of the airlines. This is
reflected often in their advertising. Television ads dramatile the luxurious acconunoda----tionsand red-carpet services of
the spacious lounges aboard
the 747 jumbo jets and the new-

DG-10-ale buses now going
into service across the country.
For a time there vras talk in
industry circles that Some carriers were thinking of topless
entertainers. The topless talk
turned out to be baseless, however.
"I don't believe the airlines
ever will come to that," says a
spokesman for United Air
Lines. "But the luxury lounge,
not only in-first class but in the
economy or coach class as well,
is serving a valuable .purpose.

Me .caansilBsrmeilann..
who don't fly often and still get
a tittle scared
lounge with all its activity and
happy people is a welcome diversion.
•
"Also the big lounges of today's jumbos and air buses
give people a chance to move
around almost as much as they
would in their own homes, and
much more than they could
aboard& train-or rirling t2 "gm
or bus.
The only travel mode offer-

kg morefreedom of movement
lounge,
'the-forwardthan today's big jets is the lOcated anudship, offers a club'inert, and their nurribft—fik- atisiosphere for 22 pitmenis diminishing every year.
ger& The rear coach lounge
The 747 lounges are all things seats 10. Each lounge has a
to all passengers.
stand_up bar, double leisure The first...class lounge is chairs for couples, cocktail
perched in the upper level tables and multipurpose tables
above a circular staircase for those who want to play
leading from the main cabin. It cards or write letters.
accommodates up to 12 passenAirline stewardesses claim
gers at a time and usually is no special age group frequents
decorated in bright colors and Ihelonnges Everybody seems
studded with plush swivel to iliant to'spend some time in
chairs.
them, especially if the movie in
-70
the main cabins is dull. Drinks
or
less
than
those
cost no more
in most big city cocktail
CH. 29 .
CH. 8
CH. 12
lounges.
. CH. 4
CH. 5
CH. 3
CH. 6
WDXR
WSTX
KFVS
While what the airline indusWSIL
WSM
WLAC
WPSD .
9.45 Devotional
5:45 Sun. Sem.
try calls the "lounge war"
Journal
Today
7:00
5:45
s:ss LaLanne
6'14 /1.4"•
430 McCoys
4:15 Break. Show 10 00 Movie
900 Dinah
MOO News
among the carriers was trig0 Today
9:111 The Hour "
,91:50 Severnq 9:00 NekVi
7:00 Bozo
AM 9:30 COncent
9:00 Dinah
4:30 N'Ville
10:N.USDA
--geTt4lbytlitradventof the giant
12:00 Gourmet
0:00, Kangaroo
ROMPee
1:30
Ceo.
Sale
10:00
--worn.
ititc
,
cow-40- - ---14,46 Kangaroo
..1169111Pnarrew--9:36
12:30 3 Match
9:00 Lucy
9:00 LUCY
-jetliners, the lounge idea was
10:00 Sale-Cen.
8:00
10.30 Squares
11:00 Bewitched
9:30 Hillbillies
1:00 Movie
10:30 Squares
9:00 Tell-Truth
11:00 Jeopardy, _ 9:10 Hillbillies
born nearly 35 years earlier.
.11,30 password
1000 Mov.Game, 10:00 Fam. Affair 2:57 News
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 W-W-W
9:31 ..T Or.0
Only the most ancient of air
12:00 My Child.
10:30 Love-Life
3:00 Movie Game
10:30 That Girl
WWI.
Fam.
,
Affair
10:00
---11:30
News
1155
-Deal
-42130 Make
11:00 BewITChed -11:00 Where Heart 130- McHale
-travelers are likely to recall
Noon
10:30 Love of Life 12:00 News 1:00 Newfyweds .12:00Our Lives
11:30 Flipper
11:25 News
4:00 Box
19:00 Heart Is
1:00
12:15 Pastor 10
that lounges date back to the
1:30 Dating
12:00 My Children 11:30 Search
4:00 Bozo
11:30 Search
1:30 Doctors`
12:30 Romp.
The
first
"lounge
1930s.
flight"
2:011 een.
make-Deal
Farm
12:34
Pic.
12:00
5:00
Death
World
Singing
Valley
An.
Con- 12:55 Calendar
12:00
4:00
2:34 One Life
12:05 News
5:30 Munsters
on record was logged Jan. 19,
1:00 NewlYwed5
12:00
1:00 Lives
2,30 Promise
3:10 Love Am:
1:30 Dating
12:20 Weather
Somerset
News
12:25
557 News
3:00
1:30 Doctors
1937, when a United Air Lines
3:30 Matinee
Gen.
Hosp.
Turns
World
2:00
12:30
Virginian
World
Turns 2:00 World
3:30
12:20
6:00 Movie
DC-3 Skylounge Wollner car5:00 Clukh
Many 7,27 News
*2:30 One Lite
_.1:00 Love
Mayberry
1:00 Love Is
s.00
Promise
2:30
11900 News
3:00 Password
1:30 Guiding Light 7:30 Theater 29
ried a full load 01 14 passengers
1:30 Guiding Light 3:00 Somerset
5:25 Wea.-Spts.
6J30 Sherman
_. on-an- historic-one-Asp flightJA0 Love Allt,.:___..2JDO Sac. Storm_ __-4,4is weaffle$
-IA* Secret Stratini3•29 pear& ___
-rag -t-paciat•---T-31 Nimes
News
Jeannie
0
9:4
4:00
Edge-Night
2:30
Storm
Secret
2:30
Gilligan
Dragnet
4:00
:30
from Chicago to Nei York.
-1:10 movie
4:30 Green Acres 3:00 Lassie
10:00 Creat. Fear.
2:30 Edge of Night 4:30 Dan Boor*
7:00 Laugh-In
10:00 News
5:00 News
The DC-3, by the standards of
4:00 Big valley
Pyle 5:39 News 4._ ,
3:00 Gomer
10:30 Movie
Movies
II:10
10:30 Movie
5:00 Hazel
6:30 Circus
3:30 Gilligan
12:00 Sports
6:00 News
10:90 News
its
day, was a grand airplane,
6.30.0r. S. Locke
4:00 Movie
10:30 Tonight
6:30 Green Acreil 00 Special
the workhorse of the airline
7:00.Gun5moke
8:00 Movie
5:25 News
7:00 Laughin
..
fleets of the 1930s and 1940s. But
10:00 News
8:00.Lucy
6:30 Dead-Alive
8:00 Movie
8:30. Dori Day
10:30 Basketball
7:00 Gunsmoke
10:00 News
because its fuselage was about
LA)1.,_l Y1 %Atf
•
char
Cave:21
..9:00_542any 4.
11:38
1:00 Lucy- -:---. - .
10:30 Tonight
-The size Of-One Of the tour giant
10.00.News
.
4:30 Doris Day-jet engines which power the 747
10:30. Griffin
9:00 Sonny A.Cher
This cartoon is being printed in cooperation With the Consumer Education Class of Mrs. A.B. Crass
10:00 News
or DC-10, the DC-3's entire
of Murray High School. The cartoon was drawnby Charles Rains. The class is promoting severa_
had
cabin
to
be
ripped
up and
• activities this week.
.
transformed into a full-cabin
lounge,
The standard DC-3 had 21
seats. They simply were rePEANUTS.
moved and replaced
TOn.Yu (U1'1)-A rage liiowever, inorder to tate his fascinated by what he called
Etra.
overstuffed, swivel-based
travel abroad is sweeping the "family abroad the Japanese "the ontieni illsmion DElonu,
'
l WAS PLA6k2
56170ENLY
4.1ounga_chairs._ .Bacattaa---tba
Jifgaiiese
—Iii-apire-d the "croitiiltess -men first muit accu- distance travel" brought about'
iti
Ttl
fttits6
Tore-AC a0--TIOtar!chairs were swiveled toward shokku"
(dollar shock) trig- mulate the yen and the doru by the }et airliner.
COMFOeTAkq„
the aisle, passengers could arApe.
range themselves in groups of gered by President Nixon in shokku has made that more "Guam now is only three
difficult. By sharply raising the hours flying time from Tokyo,"
four with plenty of room for a August.*
In fact, the doru shokku prices of Japanese goods in the he pointed out.
card game.
Families could dine together helped many Japanese to United States, the doru shokku
on 1 -portable table set in the decide to hie themselves off for checked the rampaging growth
aisle. There were hassocks for foreign part( because it slashed of Nippon's Gross National ONE STIPULATION
those who wanted to stretch the price of transpacific air Product so that it is expected
ATLANTA (UPI)-With one
their legs while mooring or fares. It takes only 321 yen to to hit only 4.5 to 5 per cent this stipulation, the Atlanta Beard
BLON DIE
reading.
buy a dollar's worth of airline year compared with an average of Aldermen granted William
HERE'S A BILL FROM
III! cm, THIS NSUST BE
rv NEVER
I!
Lounge patrons of that early ticket now compared with 360 of 10 per cent in recent years. George Habellta a
MISTAKE oF•
wriLOF_RTSoNS DEPARTMENT
EVEN BEEN IN
permit to
day were the first to eat on yen earlier this year. This Japan's steel and
STOR E
SOME KIND!
WILE5IERTSON'S
1
textile operate a new restaurant.
linen
tablecloths
OEPARTMENr
NAVE
while air- saving can be increased by industries have slowed down
The city fathers, wary of
borne. Food was served on real judicious shopping off-season markedly. Japanese automaphonetic pronunciations, tolik
china, with tableware of- the tour bargains.
kers may be the hardest hit. Habelka he had to change the
finest silver. Cabin floors were
So it's no wonder whole The price of a typical Japanese name of "The Oar House."
covered with thick carpeting. families of
Japanese have been sedan on the American market
The walls were of leather up to discovered
sightseeing indue4 has spurted 16.5 per cent to TALKS RESUME
,.tbe windows, then colored cloth
triotudy all over the world this
-SalTH- BEND, Ill. (UPI)!up to the ceiling.
fall.
The travel agency said at Merger talks _ betweeh the
least 65,000 Japanese will take University of Notre Dame and
Longliving lute
-22.
MUNAKATA, Japan
winter vacations abroad during St. Mary's College have resu11:P11 - A tiny bronze lute
the coming Christmas holidays, med, the schools announced.
-fru"tsexcavated from an ancient
mainly in Hong Kong, Guam Tuesday.
January 19, 1972
shrine site may be the oldest
and other Asian lands, but The announcement followed a
PHANTOM
TH
Japanese musical instrument
some will go to Hawaii and meeting between Notre Dame
ADULTS 100.
0,I006AAN - 'KING'OP THE
extant in Japan.
•WITLWAINI:51YAK-around 50 have booked flights trustees and St. Mary's officials
TCW44
AA'S
ArOP
NURSERY .5
synnemem.
0EATII MANY
Matsumoto,
Hajime
PEAK 7Ilf wEIRO
to Switzerland for skiing in the at Lake Forest, Ill.
doo
cultural
official for the
RITES OF PIE
Alps. In 1970 Europe was
serIrii4Lenl-NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
Manakata-Jizga shrine, says
visited by 87,764 Japanese and
NEvER BEFORE
Baby
Boy
was
instrument
the
Hendon
described
(Mrs.
SEEN BY 411(
TOOTSIE ROLLS SEIZED
in Chinese documents of the
Elizabeth Gail Hendon), Rt. 7, Latin America by 7,500.
OcITSIOER(WPC
Takashi Seita, public informa- LONDON UPI i-Among sevLNEO TO Ma
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Racers Travel To --Sermon TopicAimjir
*BY Rff:Iiindd Roos Mother Dies
-Tennessee Tech In
At Paducah
Battle

Calloway Laker&
Slip By St. Mary—Conference

(Ciediaued from Page 1)

Louisville; and Edward E.
Crews,
R. ph., Winchester.
David Reeli wdl be
Tt
speaking on the subject, "What
Wallis has announced that
Can A Dishonest
sixteen candidates were sueManager
Teach Us?", at the 10:45 a.m.
Mrs. Mary L. Giltner, mother cessful in passing the Kentucky
services on Sunday at the First of Mrs. Joseph H. Reirroat of Board
Pharmacy
of
•
When asked about his team's which explains their 5-7 Christian Church ( Discip1es of Murray,died Thursday night at Examinations given at the
Christ). His scripture will be the Western Baptist Hospital, College
pharmacy,
of
BY- DOM HELL- cosr•Ihe Lakes their celh--. Per Cent. Charity throws were chances for winning the Ohio 'record," Luther said.
from Luke 16:1-8.
Paducah. She was 54 years, of University of Kentucky,
Ledger &Times Sportswriter
fortable halftime lead and made =id for bath tearrks St. Mary's Valley Conference cham- i The Ricers ran their overall
Lexington, January-H497- "•It” was-'one 'or those krod or'them scrabble to hold on. The hitting 47 percent, Callinvay plonslup after they had beaten record to 9-1 Wednesday niAt—Th
ht Thtrd age.
"
n'
""
"
The deceased age 54, was a
nights. Both teams were hqt, host quint never lost the lead,
They are: Charles Edwin
Eastern Kentucky, Murray by hauling Corpus Christi 82,52. Sunday of Epiphany" and Mrs.
with 38 per cent.
William Porter will be the member of the First Baptist Bianchi, Mrs. Jerrilyn B.
and it could have gone either
State
Coach
Luther
praised
Cal
said,
his
Luther
but St. Mary's did come within
team's
Calloway lost the ball 20 times
soloist. Dr. William Seale will Church, Metropolis, Ill. She was Emberton,and Charles William
way. The Calloway County one.
during the entire game, the "We're still alive but you win defense, rebounding, and their
Lakers, after enjoying a sixteen
By the end of the third Vikings turned it over 24 times. championships on the road." running, of the offense. "f was be the worship leader and Terri bornJune 9, 1917, at Johnson Dowden, Jr., all of Lexington;
McCord will be the candle County, Illinois, and was the William Lee Cushing, James
point halftime lead, saw it quarter, the Laker lead had
particularlyp
Calloway won the battle of the
And the road, with all its
daughter tyrs. James Torn .Dale mag,,,,ancLjoha,R,
r.
dwindle to one point m the dwindled,M
§5-4.9„.
22 rebauadi-to the- -perilsriatv face Luther's Racers -.way--they _attacked- Corpus..
Daniels and the late Mr. Jr., all of Louisville; Larry
conesses and deacons
• 'closing
before going ter -Anil then came the final Vikings 17.
Christi's zone defense and we
who will play at Tennessee Tech
serving will be Henry Fulton, Daniels. She was a resident of Wayne Porter and Gary
• to barely eke out a 71-68 win stanza. With 5:19 left, the Laker
Tonight, the Lakers travel to - pinight and at East Tennessee showed some offensive muscle Mrs.
O.B. Boone, Jr., Rebecca Route One, Brookport, Ill.
Thomas Jones, Bowling Green;
' over St. Mary's Vikings.
lead was 63-54. Two minuteS Hopkinsville to meet Christian
despite Ron Williams' having a
Murray and Tech,are.
MondaySurvivors are tier hr.v-h-DubliavILD*-HaarRiallifcCord,
The [Akers hit a cold streak later, the Lakersliadn't scored
,
t1(1,-Colvin
Lynn Mania, Richmond;
slinntitartIght"-.---:`•-.7-.
County in one Of-their linighit`sT both 1-1 in the OVC. East - had
W.C. McKeel, Dr. William Russell I. Giltner ef Route One, Larry Lance Singleton, Mcafter they came out of the again, but the Vikings had cut •
sophomore
Big
'center
games of the year.
Tennessee is 0-2. Both Murray's
Seale, Kenneth .Sinclair, and Brookport, Ill.; mother, Mrs. Dowell; Harry C. Pyles,
dressing room at halftime, and the lead to two points. From
SCORING
league games were at home Marcelous Starks paced the Fred Wells. Greeters will be James Tom Daniels of Vienna, Columbia; J. Leon Claywell,the Vikings took good - ad- therron it *as run for your life
.
Is
points
and
31
Racers
with
Calloway( 71)-L-Wells 20, 3 while Tech and East played
Mrs. Tellus'McDougal, Mrs.• 111.; two daughters, Mrs. Joseph Bardstown; Bruce Alan Fella,
vantage of it to overcome the time for both teams.
rebounds, Ferguson 4, Wien 4, both on the road. Murray's loss rebounds. Steve Brown, filling
lopsided score at the half.
and'Mrs. H. Ftexroat of Murray and Mrs. Miamisliurg, Ohio; Linda.Sue
The visitors had several,
Taz
for
the
in
injured
Lea-Taylor,
rebound, Howard ;12, 4 to- Morehead &Igo 1-1 in the
Peter R. Luciano of Wurtzburg, Damron, Williamson, W. Va.;
L.R.
-- Yates.
`
chances to take the lead, but rebOands, Shelton 11, Stockdale
'game
best
of the season
league, along with Eastern, had his
It was some kind of finish as missed several key free throws
The Chi Rho group will meet Germany; one sister, Mrs. Don Edward Thomas Rocereta, Jr.,
8, 2 rebounds, Duncan 12, 8 Austin Peay, and Western as he scored 17. Bill Mancini
at 5:30 p.m. for the second part Willis of Chillicothe, Ill.; one Dinicaniville, Pa.; and Edward.
the Viking overtook the home- that cost thlm the win.
rebounds, Thompson 0,. 2 Kentucky. Middle Tennessee is ,hia.ci
15
'
of
the program on "How Our brother, Marion Daniels of Daniel Westmoreland, Sells,
town team with about half of the
atop
the
standing_
with _a,
James Wells was the big man rebounds.
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1b1 .Came To-tris1.2,--The CYF Lone-Oak two grandehildren: --Arisona7---Jelut-W-Etinge-,---Jr-.- : •. -gone,--Fram-then- o
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will play the Simulation Game
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5
Green 75-72 and then lost to
win.
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meeting.
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2 rebounds, Weglicki 18, 6 Middle at Murfreesboro 66-55. Steve Barrett 8.5, Mark House
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5.1,
Brown
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officiating..
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string
rebound, Moranville
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Western. Tech , has an overall
c4
press that wouldn't quit for
Burial Will be in_the__Massac to Dractice_in Kentucky. They..
.
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1Continned from Page 1)
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trouble„. staying in bounds at
arrangements, by the Miller Raymond Lawrence Laughters,
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